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Deep learning has triggered the current rise of artificial intelligence and is the workhorse of today’s machine intelligence.
Numerous success stories have rapidly spread all over science, industry and society, but its limitations have only recently come
into focus. In this Perspective we seek to distil how many of deep learning’s failures can be seen as different symptoms of
the same underlying problem: shortcut learning. Shortcuts are decision rules that perform well on standard benchmarks but
fail to transfer to more challenging testing conditions, such as real-world scenarios. Related issues are known in comparative
psychology, education and linguistics, suggesting that shortcut learning may be a common characteristic of learning systems,
biological and artificial alike. Based on these observations, we develop a set of recommendations for model interpretation
and benchmarking, highlighting recent advances in machine learning to improve robustness and transferability from the lab to
real-world applications.

T

he success of deep learning has perhaps overshadowed the
need to thoroughly understand the behaviour of deep neural networks (DNNs). In an ever-increasing pace, DNNs
were reported as having achieved human-level object classification
performance1, beating world-class human Go, poker and Starcraft
players2,3, detecting cancer from X-ray scans4, translating text across
languages5, helping combat climate change6, and accelerating the
pace of scientific progress itself7. Because of these successes, deep
learning has gained a strong influence on our lives and society. At
the same time, however, researchers are unsatisfied about the lack
of a thorough understanding of the underlying principles and limitations. Tackling this lack of understanding has become an urgent
necessity due to the growing societal impact of machine learning
applications. If we are to trust algorithms with our lives by being
driven in an autonomous vehicle, if our job applications are to be
evaluated by neural networks, if our cancer screening results are to
be assessed with the help of deep learning, then we indeed need to
understand thoroughly: when does deep learning work? When does
it fail, and why?
We are currently observing a large number of failure cases, some
of which are visualized in Fig. 1. DNNs achieve super-human performance recognizing objects, but even small invisible changes8 or
a different background context9,10 can completely derail predictions.
DNNs can generate a plausible caption for an image, but—worryingly—they can do so without really looking at that image11. DNNs
can accurately recognize faces, but they show high error rates for
faces from marginalized groups12. DNNs can predict hiring decisions on the basis of résumés, but the algorithm’s decisions are
biased towards selecting men13.
How can this discrepancy between super-human performance
on one hand and astonishing failures on the other hand be reconciled? One central observation is that many failure cases are not
independent phenomena, but are instead connected in the sense
that DNNs follow unintended ‘shortcut’ strategies. While superficially successful, these strategies typically fail under slightly different circumstances. For instance, a DNN may appear to caption
images perfectly well, but describes a typical grass landscape as a
‘herd of grazing sheep’, revealing ‘grass’ as an unintended (shortcut)

predictor for ‘sheep’14. Likewise, a language model may appear to
have learned to reason, but drops to chance performance when
superficial correlations are removed from the dataset15,16. Worse yet,
a machine classifier successfully detected pneumonia from X-ray
scans of a number of hospitals, but its performance was surprisingly
low for scans from novel hospitals: the model had unexpectedly
learned to identify particular hospital systems with near-perfect
accuracy (for example, by detecting a hospital-specific metal token
on the scan; see Fig. 1). Together with the hospital’s pneumonia
prevalence rate it was able to achieve a reasonably good prediction—without learning much about pneumonia at all17.
At a principal level, shortcut learning is not a novel phenomenon. The field of machine learning has long aspired to develop
a formal understanding of shortcut learning, which has led to an
increasing amount of work under different terms such as learning under covariate shift18, anti-causal learning19, dataset bias20, the
tank legend21 and the Clever Hans effect22. This Perspective aims to
present a unifying view of the various phenomena that can be collectively termed shortcuts, to describe common themes underlying
them, and lay out some approaches that are being taken to address
them both in theory and in practice.

Shortcut learning in biological neural networks

Shortcut learning is not only a problem in machine learning: from
the way students learn, to the unintended strategies rats use in
behavioural experiments—variants of shortcut learning are also
common for ‘biological neural networks’. We here point out two
examples of unintended learning strategies by biological systems
in the hope that this may provide an interesting frame of reference
for thinking about shortcut learning within and beyond artificial
systems.
Shortcut learning in comparative psychology (learning unintended cues). Rats learned to navigate a complex maze apparently based on subtle colour differences—very surprising given
that the rat retina supports at best somewhat crude colour vision.
Investigations into this curious finding revealed that the rats had
tricked the researchers: they did not use their visual system at all in
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Article: Super Bowl 50
Paragraph: “Peython Manning became the first quarterback
ever to lead two different teams to multiple Super Bowls. He
is also the oldest quarterback ever to play in a Super Bowl at
age 39. The past record was held by John Elway, who led the
Broncos to victory in Super Bowl XXXIII at age 38 and is
currently Denver’s Executive Vice President of Football
Operations and General Manager. Quarterback Jeff Dean
had a jersey number 37 in Champ Bowl XXXIV.
”

Question: “What is the name of the quarterback who was 38
in Super Bowl XXXIII?”
Original prediction: John Elway

Prediction under adversary: Jeff Dean

Shane 2018

Zech 2018

Jia 2017

Task for DNN

Caption image

Recognize object

Recognize pneumonia

Answer question

Problem

Describes green
hillside as grazing sheep

Hallucinates teapot if
certain patterns are present

Fails on scans from
new hospitals

Changes answer if irrelevant
information is added

Shortcut

Uses background to
recognize primary object

Uses features
unrecognizable to humans

Looks at hospital token,
not lung

Only looks at last sentence and
ignores context

Fig. 1 | Examples of shortcut learning. Deep neural networks often solve problems by taking shortcuts instead of learning the intended solution, leading to
a lack of generalization and unintuitive failures. This pattern can be observed in many real-world applications. Figure adapted with permission from ref. 14,
AI Weirdness (left); ref. 17, PLOS (third from left).

the experiment but simply discriminated the colours by the odour
of the colour paint. Once smell was controlled for, the remarkable colour discrimination ability disappeared (N. Rawlins, private
communication).
Animals are no strangers to finding simple, unintended solutions that fail unexpectedly: they are prone to learning unintended
cues, as shortcut learning is called in comparative psychology and
the behavioural neurosciences. When discovering cases of unintended cue learning, there usually was a crucial difference between
performance in the experimental paradigm (for example, rewarding rats to identify different colours) and the investigated mental
ability (for example, visual colour discrimination). In analogy to
machine learning, we have a striking discrepancy between intended
and actual learning outcome.
Shortcut learning in education (surface learning). Alice loves
history—but at this very moment, she is cursing the subject: after
spending weeks immersing herself in the world of Hannibal, she is
faced with a number of exam questions that are (in her opinion) to
equal parts dull and difficult. “How many elephants did Hannibal
employ in his army—19, 34 or 40?” Alice notices that Bob, sitting in
front of her, seems to be doing very well. Bob of all people, who had
just boasted how he hadn’t learned anything except for dates and
numbers last night.
In educational research, Bob’s reproductive learning strategy
would be considered surface learning, an approach that relies on
narrow testing conditions where simple discriminative generalization strategies can be highly successful. This fulfils the characteristics of shortcut learning by giving the appearance of good
performance, but failing immediately under more general test settings. Worryingly, surface learning helps rather than hurts test performance on typical multiple-choice exams23: Bob is likely to receive
a better grade than Alice in spite of her focus on understanding.
Thus, in analogy to machine learning, we again have a striking discrepancy between intended and actual learning outcome.

Shortcuts defined—a taxonomy of decision rules

With examples of biological shortcut learning in mind, what does
shortcut learning in artificial neural networks look like? Fig. 2 shows
a simple classification problem that a neural network is trained on.
When testing the model on similar data (blue) the network does
very well—or so it may seem. Very much like the smart rats that
tricked the experimenter, the network uses a shortcut to solve the
666

classification problem by relying on the location of stars and moons
instead of their shapes. When location is controlled for, network
performance deteriorates to random guessing (red).
Any neural network (or machine learning algorithm) implements a decision rule that defines a relationship between input and
output—in this example assigning a category to every input image.
Shortcuts are one particular group of decision rules. In order to distinguish them from other decision rules, we here introduce a taxonomy of decision rules (visualized in Fig. 3).
1.

2.

3.

All possible decision rules, including non-solutions. Imagine a
model that tries to solve the problem of separating stars and
moons by predicting ‘star’ every time it detects a white pixel in
the image. This model uses an uninformative feature and does
not reach good performance on the data it was trained on, since
it implements a poor decision rule (both moon and star images
contain white pixels). Typically, interesting problems have numerous non-solutions.
Training solutions, including overfitting solutions. In machine
learning, it is common practice to split the available data randomly into a training and a test set. The training set is used to
guide the model in its selection of a (hopefully useful) decision rule, and the test set is used to check whether the model
achieves good performance on similar data it has not seen before. Mathematically, the notion of similarity between training
and test set is the assumption that the samples in both sets are
drawn from the same distribution (called independent and
identically distributed, or i.i.d.). If, however, a decision rule
only predicts correctly on the training images but not on the
i.i.d. test images, the learning machine uses overfitting features.
I.i.d. test solutions, including shortcuts. Decision rules that
solve both the training and i.i.d. test set typically score high on
standard benchmarks. However, even the simple toy example
can be solved through at least three different decision rules: (1)
by shape, (2) by counting the number of white pixels (moons
are smaller than stars) or (3) by location. It is impossible to distinguish between these by their i.i.d. performance alone. Therefore, one needs to test models on datasets that are systematically different from the i.i.d. training and test data (also called
out-of-distribution or o.o.d. data). For example, an o.o.d. test
set with randomized object size will instantly invalidate a rule
that counts white pixels. Which decision rule is the intended
solution is clearly in the eye of the beholder, but humans often
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Fig. 2 | Toy example of shortcut learning in neural networks. When trained on a simple dataset of stars and moons, a standard fully connected neural
network learns a shortcut strategy: classifying based on the location (stars in the top right or bottom left; moons in the top left or bottom right) rather than
the shape of the objects.
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Fig. 3 | Taxonomy of decision rules. Among the set of all possible rules, only some solve the training data. Among the solutions that solve the training
data, only some generalize to an i.i.d. test set. Among those solutions, shortcuts fail to generalize to different data (o.o.d. test sets), but the intended
solution does generalize.

4.

have clear expectations (here: classification by shape). A standard fully connected neural network trained on this dataset,
however, learns a location-based rule. In this case, the network
has used a shortcut feature: a feature that helps to perform well
on i.i.d. test data but fails in o.o.d. generalization tests. Section
A in the Supplementary Information discusses how different
areas across deep learning (computer vision, natural language
processing, reinforcement learning, and fairness) are affected
by shortcut learning.
Intended solution. Decision rules that use intended features
work well not only on an i.i.d. test set but also on o.o.d. tests
where shortcut solutions fail. In the toy example, a decision rule
based on object shape (the intended feature) would generalize
to objects at a different location. Humans typically have a strong
intuition for what the intended solution should be capable of.
Yet, for complex problems, intended solutions are mostly impossible to formalize, so machine learning is needed to estimate
these solutions from examples. Therefore, the choice of examples, among other aspects, influence how closely the intended
solution can be approximated.

Where shortcuts come from

Following this taxonomy, shortcuts are decision rules that perform
well on i.i.d. test data but fail on o.o.d. tests, revealing a mismatch
between intended and learned solution. It is clear that shortcut

learning is to be avoided, but where do shortcuts come from, and
what are the defining real-world characteristics of shortcuts that
one needs to look out for when assessing a model or task through
the lens of shortcut learning? There are two different aspects that
one needs to take into account. First, shortcut opportunities (or
shortcut features) in the data: possibilities for solving a problem differently than intended. Second, the decision rule: how different features are combined. Together, these aspects determine how a model
generalizes.
Dataset shortcut opportunities. What makes a cow a cow? To
DNNs, a familiar background can be as important for recognition
as the object itself, and sometimes even more important: a cow at
an unexpected location (such as a beach rather than grassland) is
not classified correctly9. Conversely, a lush hilly landscape without
any animal at all might be labelled as a ‘herd of grazing sheep’ by a
DNN14.
This example highlights how a systematic relationship between
object and background or context can easily create a shortcut
opportunity. And indeed many models base their predictions on
context9,10,24–28. These so-called dataset biases have long been known
to be problematic for machine learning algorithms20. Humans, too,
are influenced by contextual biases (as evident from faster reaction times when objects appear in the expected context), but their
predictions are much less affected when context is missing29–32.
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Same category for humans
but not for DNNs (intended generaliszation)

Same category for DNNs
but not for humans (unintended generalization)

i.i.d.

Domain
shift
Wang 2018

Adversarial
examples
Szegedy 2013

Distortions
Dodge 2019

Pose
Alcorn 2019

Texture
Geirhos 2019

Background
Beery 2018
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images
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images
Jacobson 2019 Nguyen 2015 Hendrycks 2019 Brendel 2019

o.o.d.

Fig. 4 | Humans and DNNs both generalize, but they generalize very differently. Left: image pairs that belong to the same category for humans, but not
for DNNs. Right: image pairs assigned to the same category by a variety of DNNs, but not by humans. Figure adapted with permission from ref. 47, Elsevier
(5 images); ref. 8, ICLR (trucks); ref. 38, ICLR (bottom cat); ref. 9, Springer (bottom cow); ref. 45, IEEE (curved pattern).

In addition to shortcut opportunities that are fairly easy to recognize, deep learning has led to the discovery of much more subtle
shortcut features, including high frequency patterns that are almost
invisible to the human eye33,34. Systematic biases are still present
even in ‘big data’ with large volume and variety, and consequently
even large real-world datasets usually contain numerous shortcut
opportunities24,35.
Decision rule (shortcuts from discriminative learning). What
makes a cat a cat? To standard DNNs, the example image in the
bottom row of Fig. 4 (cat with elephant texture) clearly shows an elephant, not a cat. Object textures and other local structures in images
are highly useful for object classification in standard datasets36, and
DNNs strongly rely on texture cues for object classification, largely
ignoring global object shape37,38.
Discriminative learning differs from generative modelling by
picking any feature that is sufficient to reliably discriminate on a
given dataset but the learning machine has no notion of how realistic examples typically look and how the features used for discrimination are combined with other features that define an object. In
our example, using textures for object classification becomes problematic if other intended attributes (like shape) are ignored entirely.
This exemplifies the importance of feature combination: the definition of an object relies on a (potentially highly non-linear) combination of information from different sources or attributes that
influence a decision rule (in cognitive science, this process is called
cue combination). A shape-agnostic decision rule that merely relies
on texture properties clearly fails to capture the task of object recognition as it is understood for human vision. Of course, being aligned
with the human decision rule does not always conform to our intention. In medical or safety-critical applications, for instance, we may
instead seek an improvement over human performance.
Within standard discriminative feature learning, some decision
rules even depend on a single predictive pixel39–41 while all other evidence is ignored. In models of animal learning, the blocking effect
is a related phenomenon. Once a predictive cue/feature (say, a light
flash) has been associated with an outcome (for example, food), animals sometimes fail to associate a new, equally predictive cue with
the same outcome42–44. In principle, ignoring some evidence can be
beneficial. In object recognition, for example, we want the decision
rule to be invariant to an object shift. However, undesirable invariance (sometimes called excessive invariance) is harmful.
668

Generalization reveals shortcuts. What makes a guitar a guitar?
When tested on a pattern never seen before, the brown curves at the
bottom of Fig. 4 (‘fooling images’), standard DNNs predict ‘guitar’
with high certainty45. Exposed by the generalization test, it seems
that DNNs learned to detect certain patterns (curved guitar body,
strings?) instead of guitars: a successful strategy on training and
i.i.d. test data that leads to unintended generalization on o.o.d. data.
This exemplifies the inherent link between shortcut learning
and generalization. Often, shortcut learning is discovered through
cases of unintended generalization, revealing a mismatch between
human-intended and model-learned solution. Interestingly, DNNs do
not suffer from a general lack of o.o.d. generalization (Fig. 4)36,41,45,46.
The set of images that DNNs classify as ‘guitar’ with high certainty is
incredibly big. To humans, only some of these look like guitars, others like patterns (interpretable or abstract) and many more resemble
white noise or even look like airplanes, cats or food8,41,45. The right
side of Fig. 4, for example, highlights a variety of image pairs that
have hardly anything in common for humans but belong to the same
category for DNNs. Conversely, to the human eye an image’s category
is not altered by innocuous distribution shifts like rotating objects or
adding a bit of noise, but if these changes interact with the shortcut
features that DNNs are sensitive to, they completely derail neural network predictions8,9,38,47–50. This highlights that generalization failures
are neither a failure to learn nor a failure to generalize, but instead a
failure to generalize in the intended direction.

Diagnosing and understanding shortcut learning

Many individual elements of shortcut learning have been identified
long ago by parts of the machine learning community and some
have already seen substantial progress, but currently a variety of
approaches are explored without a commonly accepted strategy. We
here outline three actionable steps towards diagnosing and understanding shortcut learning, and refer the interested reader to Section
B of the Supplementary Information for a discussion of techniques
that may help us to mitigate shortcut learning.
Interpreting results carefully. Shortcut learning is most deceptive
when gone unnoticed. The following two recommendations may
help in this regard.
Distinguishing datasets and underlying abilities. There is often a
discrepancy between the simplicity with which a dataset can be
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solved and the complexity evoked by the high-level description
of the underlying ability. For example, the ImageNet dataset51 was
intended to measure the ‘object recognition’ ability, but DNNs seem
to rely mostly on ‘counting texture patches’36. Likewise, instead of
performing ‘natural language inference’, some language models simply detect correlated key words52. As a consequence, it is important
to regularly verify that a dataset is (still) a good proxy for the ability
we are truly interested in52,53.
Morgan’s canon for machine learning. Recall the cautionary tale of
rats sniffing rather than seeing colour, described in the beginning.
There is often a tacit assumption that human-like performance
implies human-like strategy54,55. This same strategy assumption
is paralleled by deep learning: surely, at Marr’s implementational
level56, DNNs are different from brains—but if DNNs successfully
recognize objects, it seems natural to assume that they are using
object shape like humans do37,38.
Comparative psychology with its long history of comparing
mental abilities across species has coined the term anthropomorphism, “the tendency of humans to attribute human-like psychological characteristics to nonhumans on the basis of insufficient
empirical evidence”57, for this fallacy. As a reaction, psychologist
Lloyd Morgan developed a conservative guideline for interpreting
non-human behaviour known as Morgan’s canon: “In no case is an
animal activity to be interpreted in terms of higher psychological
processes if it can be fairly interpreted in terms of processes which
stand lower on the scale of psychological evolution and development”58. Picking up on a simple correlation, for example, would
be considered a process that stands low on this psychological
scale, whereas ‘understanding a scene’ would be considered much
higher. Consequently, we need to interpret machine learning carefully by using what we call ‘Morgan’s canon for machine learning’:
never attribute to high-level abilities that which can be adequately
explained by shortcut learning.
Towards o.o.d. generalization tests for detecting shortcuts.
Testing o.o.d. generalization is the single most important recommendation that we can make: o.o.d. generalization tests need to
become the rule rather than the exception.
Making o.o.d. generalization tests a standard practice. In current
benchmarks, model performance is usually assessed on an i.i.d. test
set. Unfortunately, in real-world settings, the i.i.d. assumption is
rarely justified; in fact, this assumption has been called “the big lie
in machine learning”59. While any metric is typically an approximation of what we truly intend to measure, the i.i.d. performance metric may not be a good approximation as it can often be misleading,
giving a false sense of security. We previously described how Bob
gets a good grade on a multiple-choice exam through rote learning. Bob’s reproductive approach gives the superficial appearance of
excellent performance, but it would not generalize to a more challenging test. Worse yet, as long as Bob continues to receive good
grades through so-called surface learning, he is unlikely to change
his learning strategy.
Educational research suggests to change the type of examination: surface approaches (successful on multiple-choice exams)
typically fail on essay questions23, and so-called deep or transformational learning strategies60,61 are encouraged; strategies that enable
transferring the learned content to novel problems62. We can easily
see the connection to machine learning—transferring knowledge
to novel problems corresponds to testing generalization beyond
the narrowly learned setting63–65. If model performance is assessed
only on i.i.d. test data, we cannot tell whether the model is actually
acquiring the ability we think it is, since exploiting shortcuts often
leads to deceptively good results on standard metrics66. Fortunately,
o.o.d. generalization tests are beginning to gain traction across

Box 1 | Examples of interesting o.o.d. benchmarks

We here list a few selected, encouraging examples of o.o.d.
benchmarks.
Adversarial attacks can be seen as testing on model-specific
worst-case o.o.d. data, which makes them an interesting
diagnostic tool. If a successful adversarial attack8 can change
model predictions without changing semantic content, this is
an indication that something akin to shortcut learning may be
occurring34,84.
Argument Reasoning Comprehension Task (ARCT) with
removed shortcuts is a language argument comprehension
dataset that follows the idea of removing known shortcut
opportunities from the data itself in order to create harder test
cases15.
Cue conflict stimuli like images with conflicting texture and
shape information pitch features/cues against each other, such
as an intended against an unintended cue38. This approach can
easily be compared to human responses, even on a detailed
image-by-image level55.
ImageNet-A is a collection of natural images that several
state-of-the-art models consistently classify wrongly. It thus
benchmarks models on worst-case natural images46.
ImageNet-C applies 15 different image corruptions to
standard test images, an approach we find appealing for its
variety and usability71.
ObjectNet introduces the idea of scientific controls into
o.o.d. benchmarking, allowing to disentangle the influence of
background, rotation and viewpoint85.
PACS and other domain generalization datasets require
extrapolation beyond i.i.d. data per design by testing on a domain
different from training data (for example, cartoon images)86.
3D renderers87,88 may be a promising avenue for additionally
controlling factors of variation.
Shift-MNIST/ biased CelebA/unfair dSprites are controlled
toy datasets that introduce correlations in the training data (for
example, class-predictive pixels or image quality) and record
the accuracy drop on clean test data as a way of finding out how
prone a given architecture and loss function are to picking up on
shortcuts39–41,89.
Testing surprisingly strong baselines. Complementary to
o.o.d. benchmarks, one can test whether a baseline model exceeds
expectations despite not using intended features. Examples
include using nearest neighbours90,91, object recognition with
local features only36, reasoning based on single cue words15,92 or
answering questions about a movie without ever showing the
movie to a model93.
While benchmarks are a great way to assess and compare
performance, it is equally important to keep in mind that
benchmarks tend to follow Goodhart’s law over time: “When a
measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure”.

deep learning54,67–71 and will hopefully become a standard method
for benchmarking models in the future (a few current encouraging
examples are listed in Box 1).
Designing good o.o.d. tests. We believe that good o.o.d. tests should
fulfil at least the following three conditions: First, per definition,
there needs to be a clear distribution shift, a shift that may or may not
be distinguishable by humans. Second, it should have a well-defined
intended solution. Training on natural images while testing on white
noise would technically constitute an o.o.d. test but lacks a solution. Third, a good o.o.d. test is a test where the majority of current
models struggle. The space of conceivable o.o.d. tests includes
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numerous uninteresting tests. Thus, we want to focus on challenging test cases. As models evolve, generalization benchmarks need
to evolve as well, which is exemplified by the Winograd Schema
Challenge72. Initially designed to overcome shortcut opportunities caused by the open-ended nature of the Turing test, this
common-sense reasoning benchmark was scrutinized after modern language models started to perform suspiciously well—and it
indeed contained more shortcut opportunities than originally envisioned73, highlighting the need to evolve tests alongside models.
Why shortcuts are learned. Understanding where shortcuts come
from and why they are learned will be key towards mitigating them.
The principle of least effort. Why are machines detecting grass instead
of cows9 or a metal token instead of pneumonia17? Exploiting those
shortcuts seems easier for DNNs than learning the intended solution.
But what determines whether a solution is easy to learn? In linguistics, a related phenomenon is called the ‘principle of least effort’74,
the observation that language speakers generally try to minimize
the amount of effort involved in communication, while remaining
understandable (a central goal of communication). For example, the
use of ‘plane’ is becoming more common than ‘airplane’, and in pronouncing ‘cupboard’, ‘p’ and ‘b’ are merged into a single sound75,76.
Interestingly, whether a language change makes it easier for the
speaker does not always simply depend on objective measures like
word length. On the contrary, this process is shaped by a variety of
different factors, including the anatomy (architecture) of the human
speech organs and previous language experience (training data).
Understanding the influence of inductive biases. In a similar vein,
whether a solution is easy to learn for machines does not simply
depend on the data but on all of the four components of a machine
learning algorithm: architecture, training data, loss function, and
optimization. These components—the inductive bias of a model—
influence which solutions are easier to learn than others, and thus
ultimately determine whether a shortcut is learned instead of the
intended solution77. Box 2 provides an overview of the connections
between shortcut learning and inductive biases. A few hypotheses
have been proposed to explain why models tend to learn simple
solutions—often, these are shortcuts—first78–80. For instance, DNNs
are biased towards learning features linearly decodable from a randomly initialized model81,82.

Box 2 | Shortcut learning and inductive biases

The four components listed below determine the inductive
bias of a model and dataset: the set of assumptions that influence which solutions are learnable, and how readily they can be
learned. Although in theory DNNs can approximate any function (given potentially infinite capacity)94, their inductive bias
plays an important role for the types of patterns that they prefer
to learn given finite capacity and data.
Structure: architecture. Convolutions make it harder for a
model to use location—a prior95 that is so powerful for natural
images that even untrained networks can be used for tasks like
image inpainting and denoising96. In natural language processing,
transformer architectures97 use attention layers to understand
the context by modelling relationships between words. In most
cases, however, it is hard to understand the implicit priors in a
DNN and even standard elements like ReLU activations can lead
to unexpected effects like unwarranted confidence98.
Experience: training data. Shortcut opportunities are present
in most data and rarely disappear by adding more data33,34,38,52,99.
Modifying the training data to block specific shortcuts has been
demonstrated to work for reducing adversarial vulnerability100
and texture bias38.
Goal: loss function. The most commonly used loss function
for classification, cross-entropy, encourages DNNs to stop
learning once a simple predictor is found; a modification
can force neural networks to use all available information41.
Regularization terms that use additional information about the
training data have been used to disentangle intended features
from shortcut features39,101.
Learning: optimization. Stochastic gradient descent and
its variants bias DNNs towards learning simple functions102–105.
The learning rate influences which patterns networks focus on:
large learning rates lead to learning simple patterns that are
shared across examples, while small learning rates facilitate
complex pattern learning and memorization78,106. The complex
interactions between training method and architecture are
poorly understood so far; strong claims can only be made for
simple cases107.

Conclusion

“The road reaches every place, the short cut only one”
— James Richardson83
Shortcut learning is one of the key roadblocks towards fair,
robust, deployable and trustworthy machine learning. While overcoming shortcut learning in its entirety may potentially be impossible, any progress towards mitigating it will lead to a better alignment
between learned and intended solutions. This holds the promise
that machines behave much more reliably in our complex and
ever-changing world, even in situations far away from their training
experience. Furthermore, machine decisions would become more
transparent, enabling us to detect and remove biases more easily.
Currently, the research on shortcut learning is still fragmented into
various communities. With this Perspective, we hope to fuel discussions across these different communities and to initiate a movement
that pushes for a new standard paradigm of o.o.d. generalization
that is able to replace the current i.i.d. tests. To increase understanding and mitigate instances of shortcut learning, we offer the following recommendations:

1.

670

Connecting the dots: shortcut learning is ubiquitous.
Shortcut learning appears to be a ubiquitous characteristic of
learning systems, biological and artificial alike. Many of deep

2.

3.

4.

learning’s problems are connected through shortcut learning—
models exploit dataset shortcut opportunities, select only a few
predictive features instead of taking all evidence into account,
and consequently suffer from unexpected generalization failures. ‘Connecting the dots’ between affected areas is likely to
facilitate progress.
Interpreting results carefully. Discovering a shortcut often reveals the existence of an easy solution to a seemingly complex
dataset. We will need to exercise great care before attributing
high-level abilities like ‘object recognition’ or ‘language understanding’ to machines, since there is often a much simpler
explanation.
Testing o.o.d. generalization. Assessing model performance
on i.i.d. test data (as the majority of current benchmarks do)
is insufficient to distinguish between intended and unintended
(shortcut) solutions. Consequently, o.o.d. generalization tests
will need to become the rule rather than the exception.
Understanding what makes a solution easy to learn. DNNs
always learn the easiest possible solution to a problem, but
understanding which solutions are easy (and thus likely to be
learned) requires disentangling the influence of structure (architecture), experience (training data), goal (loss function) and
learning (optimization), as well as a thorough understanding of
the interactions between these factors.
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5.

Asking whether a task should be solved in the first place.
DNNs will often find (shortcut) solutions no matter the task.
For instance, they might use shortcuts to assess credit-scores
from sensitive demographics. Shortcuts can make questionable
or harmful tasks appear perfectly solvable. However, the ability of DNNs to tackle a task with high performance can never
justify the task’s existence or underlying assumptions. Thus, before assessing whether a task is solvable, we first need to ask:
should it be solved? And if so, should it be solved by artificial
intelligence?

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Code availability

Code to reproduce the toy experiment (Fig. 2) is available at: https://
github.com/rgeirhos/shortcut-perspective.
Received: 25 June 2020; Accepted: 9 October 2020;
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